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First Shipment of Chinese COVID-19 Vaccines 
Transported from China to Chile. New Nuremberg 

Trial MUST Start NOW.
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Air France KLM has confirmed on its Linkdin page [1] that it has transported the shipment.
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Additionally, Dutch aviation website Up in the Sky [2] reports
that the vaccines will likely not be distributed in Europe due to safety regulations and a lack 
of insight into the vaccine data.

Apparently, the people of Chile will be the first to be exposed to this massive and very 
dangerous vaccine experiment without having been properly informed by their government 
and their mainstream medical community.

As the FPF has reported earlier (FPF20201027-1), citing a New York Times article, COVID-19 
vaccines are not being tested for preventing serious illnesses nor for reducing deaths.

Since these vaccines are being produced in a very short period of time, which normally takes 
5 to 10 years instead of less than a year, there have no tests been conducted that investigate 
the long-term (side) effects of those vaccines.

It was only a few months ago when World Health officials were having closed-door meetings 
where vaccine safety in general was the main topic. Video footage of those meetings was 
made public by the Highwire news outlet.

You can see the footage here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TF9e77Jdvjs and here 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dzRG5AfFKB8.

What was revealed during those meetings was shocking, to say the least. As it turns out, 
there are no 'gold standards' to measure vaccine safety and it was admitted by the “experts” 
that many people's worries about vaccine safety are in fact warranted.

The fact that the Chinese COVID-19 vaccines are not allowed to be used in Europe says 
everything about the real dangers of these vaccines - and about the Chinese and Chilean 
governments their willingness to experiment on citizens without their consent.

A new Nuremberg Trial must now be started because the Chinese vaccines are going 
to be administered in Chile in the coming weeks and people's medical rights will 
purposely be violated by the Chilean government that definitely is aware of the truths 
concerning vaccine safety and the dangers associated with the new COVID-19 
vaccines.

The FPF calls on everyone and all organizations to help us organize the next 
Nuremberg Trial. We have to do it now before it is too late!

1. Air France KLM, Linkdin: https://www.linkedin.com/posts/afklmpcargo_afklmphereforyou-
covid19-pharma-activity-6730096699685130240-Fey8

2. Up in the Sky, AF-KLM Cargo vervoert eerste lading Chinese coronavaccins: 
https://www.upinthesky.nl/2020/11/06/af-klm-cargo-vervoert-eerste-lading-chinese-
coronavaccins/
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